This report challenges our nation’s policy makers to transform public education by moving from a K-12 to a Pre-K-12 system. This vision is grounded in rigorous research and informed by interviews with education experts, as well as lessons from Pew’s decade-long initiative to advance high-quality pre-kindergarten for all three and four year olds.

The report also reflects work by leading scholars and institutions to identify the knowledge and skills students need to succeed in school and the teaching practices that most effectively develop them. Together, these analyses and perspectives form a compelling case for why America’s education system must start earlier, with pre-k, to deliver the results that children, parents and taxpayers deserve.
More than two centuries ago, as he prepared to retire from the presidency, George Washington counseled the young nation to prioritize and advance public education because, he wrote, “In proportion as the structure of a government gives force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should be enlightened.” Today, that our public education system is free and open to all children remains one of the great accomplishments of our democracy.

But we did not get here without challenges and change. Many times we have been called upon to transform our educational system and move toward greater opportunity, equality and access to what Washington termed “institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge” and an enriched civic life. As we embark upon the second decade of the 21st century, we must again confront the question of how to fulfill the spirit of Washington’s charge.

The present system’s shortcomings are clear. Our schools first enroll most children at five or six years old, a starting point that reflects historical circumstances and attitudes rather than scientific evidence about children’s development or their potential to benefit from earlier educational programs. We know now, from more than 50 years of research, that vital learning happens before age five. When schooling starts at kindergarten or first grade, it deprives children of the chance to make the most of this critical period. We also know that, often because of these missed opportunities, our schools are not helping vast numbers of children develop skills they need to succeed in the modern global economy, limiting our nation’s ability to compete and prosper.

So we find ourselves at a transformational moment: the chance to set all children on a path to achievement in school, in the workforce and in life by fundamentally reforming our education system to begin with high-quality, voluntary pre-kindergarten. As Kati Haycock, president of the Education Trust, states, “Given where we’re headed as a country, which is toward an education system that’s preparing all kids to be college-ready, … it means that we can’t waste the early years.”
During the past decade, our national understanding of pre-k has changed considerably. While previously associated with child care and support for working parents, it has been recast, more accurately, as a valuable educational opportunity and a critical part of sustainable, long-term economic development. Securing our future demands this new, broader vision:

To ensure that all children fulfill their potential as individuals and citizens, we must re-imagine public education as a system that begins not with kindergarten, but with quality pre-k, and builds on that foundation to raise performance in later grades.

Although 10 years of smart state investments have brought early learning to more than a million children nationwide, far too few are getting high-quality pre-k. Where they do, schools, particularly the early elementary grades, still are ill equipped to maximize early gains. Truly reforming our public education system will require that we provide high-quality early learning for every child, and where it is lacking, full-day kindergarten – just as we do for first, second and third grades – and that we ensure later grades are designed to build upon skills gained in the pre-k years. Without this, our education system will struggle to realize its full potential, no matter what other reforms we pursue.

In the words of Geoffrey Canada, CEO of the Harlem Children’s Zone: “The evidence and the science on this [are] clear that the ... barriers between pre-k education, between kindergarten and elementary education are total artifice ... We’ve got to integrate this whole strategy around our early learning for kids so that we create seamless opportunities for [all] children.”

The time is ripe for this new vision. With local, state and federal budgets constrained, policy makers at every level are demanding that publicly funded programs deliver results and yield returns on taxpayer dollars. Research shows that pre-k is unquestionably an efficient, effective investment. Simultaneously, the national debate around education reform is reaching a critical threshold, particularly with the most significant federal law shaping our schools, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, due for reauthorization.
The vast body of evidence shows that high-quality pre-k is an essential catalyst for raising school performance. It multiplies the effects of later reforms by narrowing early achievement gaps and ensuring that children are fully prepared to learn and thrive academically, physically, socially and emotionally. This heightened focus on efficacy in public investments combined with a growing call for dramatic, research-based reform creates an ideal moment for states to shift their public education systems from a foundation built for a bygone era to the sturdier cornerstone of quality pre-k for all children.

Realizing this vision will require difficult change within the public education and early childhood communities that view themselves as separate fields with discrete purposes. Teachers at every grade level will have to embrace principles of early education such as attending to children's social and emotional development as well as their cognitive progress. We will need to bridge long-established divides between and among funding streams, educational settings, administrative structures, teacher preparation and licensure systems and learning standards. While some early childhood advocates have begun to recognize that they are, in fact, education advocates, and some school-reform advocates are starting to champion early childhood development, more collaboration and interaction will be needed. Creating a new system built upon quality pre-k will mean incorporating early learning into the way we think, teach, practice, advocate and talk about children and about public education.

Education champions have met similar challenges. Beginning in 2001, Pew and a network of advocates from nearly 40 states and the District of Columbia partnered with policy makers and researchers to increase the availability and quality of publicly funded pre-k programs. We were joined by economists and leaders from the business, law enforcement and K-12 communities to form a powerful coalition that elevated pre-k above partisan battles and brought rigorous research to bear on critical questions of policy, practice and finance. The work led to impressive policy gains in both blue and red states, including a doubling of state funding for pre-k and a rise in enrollment to more than one million children nationwide.

This progress has put the transformation to a Pre-K-12 education system within our nation’s reach, and now we must seize that opportunity. If our children are to realize their personal and professional promise, if our country is to continue to boast the creative, adaptable, career-ready populace that has made us the world’s leader in innovation and productivity for more than a century, we must accept that K-12 is the past. The future of public education is Pre-K-12.

Wendy Kopp, CEO and Founder, Teach For America

In cases where our kindergarten teachers are getting kids who’ve had in some cases two years of early education, they’re seeing the achievement gap stopped before it ever started.
**Pre-K Movement Milestones**

The national movement to advance high-quality pre-k for all three and four year olds has yielded tremendous improvements in both access to and quality of state-funded early learning programs. The many victories won during the past 10 years, include:

- State funding for pre-k more than doubled nationwide to $5.1 billion in FY2012.¹
- Pre-k access increased from just 700,000 children in 2001 to more than one million today, driven by program growth in many states and expansions of eligibility such as to military and foster children in Texas.²
- Six states – Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Vermont and West Virginia – and the District of Columbia opened their programs to all four year olds, bringing the total number of pre-k-for-all states to nine plus DC.³
- Three of the 13 states that offered no pre-k in 2001 – Alaska, Florida and Rhode Island – created new programs.⁴
- Another seven states created new pre-k programs to supplement, expand and improve their existing services.⁵
- The number of states with at least one program meeting eight or more of 10 established benchmarks for pre-k quality rose from five in 2002 to 23 and the District of Columbia in 2010.⁶

At the end of 2011, Pew will exit the pre-k arena, confident that the movement for early education is strong, growing and ready to move to the next phase on behalf of our children and our national prosperity.⁷

For decades, policy makers and school reform leaders have been working to “fix” K-12 education at tremendous expense and with limited success. Two common flaws in those efforts have been a major focus on closing student achievement gaps long after they surface and an indifference to pre-k, despite its ability to change the trajectory of children’s learning and to be the catalyst for higher performance throughout school.

Reforms that rely on children playing catch-up are not a long-term strategy for success. Rather, we must redirect our attention and our resources toward efforts to replicate and maximize the impact of proven early education programs and to follow those with complementary reforms. As Nobel Laureate economist James J. Heckman explains, “[S]kill formation is dynamic in nature. Skill begets skill; motivation begets motivation … The longer society waits to intervene in the life cycle of a disadvantaged child, the more costly it is to remediate disadvantage.” Early education takes advantage of this process.

Yet, early education has remained largely isolated from public education in general and from efforts to transform classrooms, schools and education systems in particular. Maintaining this wall between the early and later grades limits the effectiveness of both and threatens the return on investment from the billions of public and private dollars that are being spent on increasing academic achievement.

As we move forward to the next phase of our national discourse on school reform, we must begin with the key factors that influence children’s educational success and recognize how we are – or are not – cultivating and building upon foundational skills that help students master academic content, navigate peer interactions and learn to approach problems and complex tasks. Instead of persisting with pre-k as a strategy divorced from other major changes to our public education system, those changes should be informed by what we know from decades of research and knowledge in early learning. The national conversation about how to improve education at the elementary, middle and high school levels must shift to concentrate on the ways that integrating pre-k will allow us to raise early achievement and improve teaching practices to support learning in all grades. It must be about how to advance a Pre-K-12 system that can develop critical skills early and then build upon them in subsequent grades rather than remediating children later or not maximizing early gains. In this way, we can instill in every level of our public education system a focus on ensuring that children cultivate, sustain and apply crucial skills.

Pre-K Improves School and Life Outcomes

The trajectory of children’s schooling experience is set in the early years of life when young brains are building the capacity to learn and to formulate complex ideas. This cognitive and emotional foundation should be solid before age five in order to ensure all children have the chance for higher achievement in every grade. High-quality pre-k reaches kids during this period of vital brain development, teaching them both how to learn and how to love learning while cultivating essential skills they need for success. As Geoffrey Canada puts it, “The science on this is unambiguous.”
In recent years, substantial public and private dollars have been invested in high-profile education reform initiatives, especially those aimed at improving learning standards, teacher preparation or assessments and evaluation. But, as described below, many of these efforts fail to integrate the best practices from pre-k and early learning into their design, and indeed, many ignore the Pre-K-3 grades altogether. This omission limits the impact on student performance and the returns to society. By contrast, just as investments in children yield the greatest benefits when applied to the early years, education reforms that begin with pre-k and incorporate research-based principles from early education can improve teaching and learning in the later years, generating superior outcomes for children and taxpayers.

The Common Core State Standards Initiative
The Common Core State Standards Initiative, or “Common Core,” is a set of reading and math learning standards that “define the knowledge and skills students should have” in order to graduate on time and to be successful in post-secondary education programs. The standards start at kindergarten, excluding the critical earlier years. Moreover, the standards define knowledge and skills in only reading and math and do not articulate goals for essential social-emotional, execution-function and approaches-to-learning skills, which form the foundation of learning and development and contribute to students’ academic success at every grade.

The Measures of Effective Teaching Project
This project, which helps “educators and policymakers identify and support good teaching by improving the quality of information available about teacher practice,” relies in part on analyzing classroom practices that are associated with student learning. Unfortunately, the initiative includes only grades four through nine and, therefore, misses opportunities to gain insights from, and improve instruction in, the Pre-K-3 years, when children develop fundamental skills for later academic achievement.

Race to the Top (2009)
One of the application guidelines for the FY2010 Race to the Top (RTTT) competition required states to include student test scores as part of teacher evaluations. In practice, this means using standardized test scores to measure student growth, a policy that effectively excludes teachers in Pre-K-3, in which children are not tested and using child assessments for high-stakes evaluations is much more complicated. As a result, RTTT provides little guidance for how states can evaluate, support and hold accountable early educators, while also failing to value those elements of students’ learning that are less discernible through standardized testing. The 2011 RTTT competition, the Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge, focuses on the early years, but it does not correct this flaw.

Building Better Teachers
The National Council on Teacher Quality is evaluating about 1,400 teacher-preparation programs around the country. Nearly all standards it is using to assess the programs for elementary school teachers are focused primarily on reading and math instruction. No attention is paid to the extent to which these programs equip teachers to develop foundational skills: how to work well with others, focus on a task, think through options for problem solving and generally be more effective learners.
For more than 50 years, researchers have been studying the ways that high-quality early education for three and four year olds affects children both during their school years and throughout their lives. The benefits have been proven repeatedly to be wide-ranging, dramatic and lasting. According to one 2010 analysis of 123 pre-k program evaluations, these programs “provide a real and enduring benefit to children.” And promising findings from numerous, recent rigorous evaluations of large-scale, publicly funded early education programs reinforce decades of evidence. Key to the enduring benefits of pre-k is that, by narrowing or preventing achievement gaps early, it prepares children, and therefore also schools, to gain more from educational reforms that target later grades. Children who attend high-quality pre-k programs do better in school from the first day of kindergarten through their post-secondary years. Compared with peers who have not had pre-k, they have higher achievement test scores; they repeat grades far less often; they need less special education; they graduate from high school at substantially higher rates; and they are more likely to attend college.

Participation in high-quality early education programs not only improves early literacy and math skills but is also associated with later academic performance in the primary grades and beyond. One study found that young children who have higher math skills before kindergarten tend to score higher in future reading and math assessments, and other research indicates that those who have the opportunity to develop strong literacy and language skills are more likely to become proficient readers in the primary grades. Further, better third-grade reading leads to a much higher likelihood – about 14 percent according to one analysis – of graduating from high school on time. The difference is so pronounced, in fact, that the College Board lists pre-k for all three and four year olds first among its 10 recommendations for increasing college enrollment. Aaron Brenner, head of primary schools at KIPP Houston, goes a step further, noting, “If our early childhood work is not aligned with college readiness standards, then honestly we’re really selling ourselves short.”

These gains are realized, to varying degrees, for all children, regardless of socioeconomic status, ethnicity or race. Low-income and English Language Learners demonstrate the highest gains and greatest reductions in achievement gaps, which yield some of the most substantial improvements in school performance. Importantly, middle-class children, the largest demographic of publicly educated students, also improve significantly in key measures such as early literacy and math when given early learning opportunities.

In places where pre-k for all children has been integrated into the public education system, the results have been dramatic. For example, in Kentucky, the Whitley County School District began offering pre-k to all four year olds in 1996. In 2005, it raised the bar for kindergarten exit because such a high number of former pre-k students were satisfying first-grade entry requirements halfway through kindergarten.

Notably, the benefits of pre-k endure, translating to success later in life. Children who attend high-quality pre-k have a reduced likelihood of criminal behavior and incarceration, higher chances of being employed as adults, increased lifetime earnings and less reliance on welfare. We know that children are ready for and in need of a developmentally appropriate school experience by age three or four. In our current system, we are defying the research by starting so late.

But we also know that a focus just on reading or on reading and math is not enough. High-quality pre-k has these effects because it builds all the important skills: cognitive, social and emotional. From letter and number recognition, to vocabulary development, to problem solving, to interactions with teachers and peers, pre-k familiarizes children with the world of school.
“Soft” Skills Deliver Hard Results
A hallmark of high-quality pre-k is a focus not only on academic skills such as literacy and math, but also on the “soft” skills that are characteristic of active, independent and engaged learners. These include social-emotional abilities (e.g., working well with peers and in group settings and negotiating conflicts), “approaches to learning” (e.g., persisting through challenges and directing one’s own learning) and executive functions (e.g., focusing on tasks and controlling one’s own feelings, behaviors and thoughts). Such skills are not only important in and of themselves, they also support early reading and math aptitude, predict later academic achievement and are associated with adult wellbeing, including health and socioeconomic status.

The connection between soft skills and academic performance operates at a couple of levels. First, children who can collaborate with peers and function in a social environment are more able to learn in a classroom. Second, having the ability to focus, to persist and to control and adjust one’s approach to a problem is critical to supporting what Harvard researchers call “the process (i.e., the how) of learning.” When children have these skills, teachers and parents can reasonably expect them to learn more effectively.

Further, research has shown that these skills can be explicitly taught and integrated into curricula from pre-k through high school. A recent analysis of more than 200 school-based social-emotional development programs involving more than 270,000 K-12 students found that, on average, children who took part in such curricula increased their academic achievement by 11 percentage points as compared with their nonparticipating peers.

The pre-k years present a critical opportunity to lay the groundwork for proficiency in these key areas, but they need to be reinforced in the later school years. As David Kirp, Berkeley professor and author of Kids First, puts it, “The contribution of pre-k is to recognize the mix between cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes.” To ensure that all classrooms, Pre-K-12, attend to children’s academic proficiency as well as their ability to regulate feelings and behaviors and become strong learners, we must have teachers who can incorporate these lessons into their practice at every grade.
The Pew Center on the States

Good teaching attends to the full range of children’s developmental needs. The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education observed that “children learn best when educators are skilled in applying [child] developmental principles effectively to maximize student academic, social, and emotional development.” Embracing pre-k as the starting point of our education system underscores that these teaching skills – prevalent among well-trained early childhood educators – are crucial in all grades and essential to successfully building on the benefits of pre-k.

Early education typically has been more concerned about getting teachers competent in child development and tended to give less attention to academic proficiency. K-12 education has had the opposite approach. Researchers have found that intentional play-based and other child-directed activities disappear when children enter kindergarten and are replaced by teacher-led instruction. The reality is that all teachers, Pre-K-12, need an approach to teaching that embraces both. Integrating pre-k into public education supports this objective by redefining effective teaching – and by extension, the assessment and evaluation of quality instruction – according to a more comprehensive set of skills and expertise.

Additionally, an education system founded on pre-k gives teachers in later grades more to work with in the classroom. When children have both the cognitive and social-emotional skills developed through early education, they are more prepared and able to learn, presenting teachers with greater opportunities to reinforce, cultivate and build upon that readiness. Further, student growth is maximized in later years if all educators are well equipped to implement comprehensive teaching methods that support the diverse domains of learning and development.

In a sentiment that echoes the vision presented here, the New America Foundation has called for a redefinition of “the roles of early childhood and elementary grades teachers and principals.” Pre-K-12 teaching must be understood as comprehensive, infused with a value on all children’s essential skills: cognitive, social and emotional; knowledge of child development; and a set of classroom practices, informed by those commonly used in high-quality pre-k, that support, enhance and build upon foundational learning.

Direct instruction has an important place in classrooms, but those dominated by teacher-centered approaches tend not to maximize learning. Instead, teachers trained to convert child development research into practice know how to complement direct instruction by structuring and facilitating activities in which children have a more dynamic role: creative play, working with manipulatives, independent or small group projects. These teachers are at the ready to provide feedback and to help children connect what they are doing to targeted concepts. Such intentional practices, common in high-quality early education programs, foster social-emotional development and cognitive skills by giving children opportunities to exercise their curiosity and bring their own experiences into the learning environment.

For example, after listening to a story about a shopkeeper, students may engage in an activity in which they assume the role of the manager, staff and customers and carry out interactions similar to those in the book. The teacher can support the activity by providing some guidelines, scenarios and materials in advance. While letting the students bring their own interpretations and creativity into the exercise, the teacher can be on hand to ask probing questions or extend certain concepts. If designed and facilitated well, such an activity develops both cognitive and soft skills.
States are and have long been the leaders in education, and pre-k is part of that responsibility. Both Pew and the majority of our interviewees believe that, as we move toward a new vision of public education built on a foundation of high-quality pre-k, states must lead the charge for progress and reform. If integration is to occur, it will necessarily arise as part of a more assertive and proactive effort by states to fundamentally change our system in order to improve outcomes for children of all ages. As Ron Haskins, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, expressed it, “My kind of vision is that states will be the quarterback.”

Realizing the Pre-K-12 vision will require continued collaboration among a diverse set of stakeholders including education reformers, early childhood experts and policy makers at all levels. But it will demand more than merely cooperating better. At every stage of implementation, these stakeholders must be willing to change how they think, talk and operate, especially with respect to entrenched systems and long-held maxims about early childhood, pre-k and public education.

### Re-Imagining the Federal Role in a Pre-K-12 System

The federal government has an important role to play in realizing the Pre-K-12 vision, but, like the states, it must be prepared to embrace fundamental policy change. According to Joan Benso, president and CEO of Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children, “For states to really go the next level, there is going to have to be a new state-federal partnership.”

The reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) presents an opportunity to reinforce early learning as the foundation of education and to provide sustainable resources and technical assistance that support pre-k-based reforms and give states the flexibility to develop and manage a Pre-K-12 public education system. For example, policy makers can consider rewriting ESEA so that it designates high-quality pre-k as an option for turning around low-performing schools or facilitates Pre-K-3 alignment by funding cross-grade professional development opportunities for teachers and principals.

Further, the Pre-K-12 vision will require the federal government to embrace a new structure for its own systems that support education and low-income children. For example, some states integrate diverse providers, including child care programs, into their pre-k systems and finance such efforts by combining federal child care subsidies with other funding sources. Because regulations for these subsidies make eligibility contingent on parental employment, a state can find its educational objectives undercut by federal policies. If a parent becomes unemployed, the loss of federal funds can disrupt a child’s early learning experience, adding to the family’s hardship.

Policies in Head Start, the primary federal early learning program, also should be reviewed. The program was created more than 40 years ago, not as part of an education system, but as an anti-poverty initiative. As such, Head Start standards and financing structures often do not align well with public education. Because a Pre-K-12 system would necessarily include Head Start, states will need to have more say over the program’s funding, performance measures and data and quality standards.

More recent federal efforts, especially the 2011 Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge (RTTT-ELC), demonstrate an emerging understanding among federal policy makers of pre-k’s vital role in education reform. However, RTTT-ELC and other initiatives are time-limited and available only to selected states. More can and must be done at the federal level to provide sustainable support and incentives for tapping pre-k to reform public education.

### Pathway to the Pre-K-12 Vision

Randi Weingarten, President, American Federation of Teachers

Unless we ensure that early childhood is part of an integrated system, at least an integrated accountability system, it won’t have the attention that it needs.
Similarly, while moving to a Pre-K-12 education system will require greater access to pre-k, creating fundamental change will take much more than just “adding” a year or two of instruction before kindergarten or changing a regulation here and there. Truly pushing early learning principles up through the grades will require an overhaul of many aspects of education. Each reform will have implications for other parts of the system, with one policy change leading necessarily to another. In this way, a pathway of reforms will emerge, from standards and curricula, to assessments, professional development and teacher evaluations, to structures of governance, funding and administration, and possibly even to the arrangement of schools themselves.

**Strategically Expanding Access to Pre-K**

Today, despite substantial growth, access to pre-k continues to be severely limited. Expanding the availability of high-quality early education is paramount if a meaningful Pre-K-12 public education system is to be possible. Currently, only three states and the District of Columbia offer pre-k to all four year olds – another six are in the process of implementing pre-k-for-all programs – while 10 states provide no publicly funded pre-k of any kind. Just 40 percent of four year olds and 15 percent of three year olds were enrolled in public early education programs in FY2010.28

*Jacqueline Jones, Senior Advisor on Early Learning, U.S. Department of Education*

While we’re making progress, I think we still have a good deal of work ahead to make sure the links to the school are there so that, once a child has a really strong, high-quality early learning experience, they will advance to a high-quality environment in K-3 and beyond.

---

**Expanding Access and the For-All Goal**

Given the research and experience of the past 50 years, which tell us that all three and four year olds benefit from a pre-k experience, as well as the long-standing national commitment to public schools being open to all children, this degree of inequity and such a low level of pre-k availability are no longer acceptable. Michele Palermo, coordinator of early childhood initiatives at the Rhode Island Department of Education, raises an important point about the provision of pre-k, “One of the reasons that it’s easy in some states to cut back pre-k investments when times are tough is this idea that it’s just a program for some kids, not something for all kids. And, we in the trenches are always kind of puzzled … You wouldn’t just cut out second grade. Why are we just cutting out pre-k? And you wouldn’t just provide second grade to some kids but not all kids.”

As states look for ways to expand the availability of early learning programs, one important strategy will be to build the educational capacity of providers that already serve young children. In particular, most three and four year olds already spend some time in child care settings,29 and more resources should be devoted to helping these environments deliver not only the care that working parents need, but pre-k and other early education services.
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• Incremental Growth
The grim fiscal climate makes dramatic program expansions unlikely and impractical in the near term. States need a realistic plan to increase pre-k access incrementally but consistently and in a manner that allows the larger Pre-K-12 reform agenda to proceed simultaneously. Any effort to grow pre-k, however, should be developed with an eye toward the ultimate goal of ensuring that all three- and four-year-old children have access to high-quality programs.

Many states already have brought innovation and creativity to the problem of expanding access with a range of strategies that can support deliberate, measurable expansion while managing resources prudently. Whether it is using federal Title I funds to support pre-k programs in eligible schools and districts, rolling pre-k funding into the state’s school funding formula (as in Iowa and West Virginia) or targeting for-all access first to low-income or poor-performing districts (as New Jersey has done), effective models for enrollment growth already are in place around the country.

States must continue to increase access to high-quality pre-k and ultimately offer early learning to all three and four year olds. Regardless of the pace of that expansion, however, states will need to implement reforms to ensure later grades maximize children’s early learning gains. These new policies should be informed by early education principles and designed to support alignment of learning objectives and to embrace better strategies for teacher preparation, classroom assessment and school and educator accountability.

Broadening the Goals of Education
As mentioned earlier, delivering quality early learning opportunities to every child as part of a seamless Pre-K-12 system will require more than just adding more pre-k classrooms. States must fundamentally change how they define, deliver and evaluate children’s learning throughout their school careers. While most states include social-emotional and approaches-to-learning abilities as well as early reading, math, science and other cognitive skills in standards that guide their pre-k programs, these policies frequently stop at pre-k and are not carried over into kindergarten and beyond. States will need to correct this inconsistency through policy changes that reinforce early education principles in standards for all grades. At the same time, accountability measures and student assessments must be reformed to take the new standards into account, particularly as states shift toward greater emphasis on data collection and child outcomes at all grade levels.

• Aligning State Standards
The disconnect between pre-k and the early elementary learning standards creates a discordant educational experience that limits the extent to which children’s academic and non-cognitive gains can be sustained later. States must look at how learning standards and child assessments for all grades can be revised to reflect our better understanding of the skills that inform effective learning. They also must recognize the value of child development to produce a single, cohesive and successive set of objectives from pre-k through high-school graduation.
• The Common Core
One immediate and critical opportunity to embed the full range of essential learning throughout public education is through revision of the Common Core standards. In at least one state – Illinois – where social-emotional development was part of existing K-12 learning standards, adopting the Common Core actually narrowed the educational scope and likely will result in shifting resources away from curriculum development and teacher training that focus on those skills.31

The Council of Chief State School Officers, the New America Foundation, the National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP) and other groups have endorsed broadening K-12 learning standards, generally, to include a comprehensive range of skills.32 NAESP recommends reforming the Common Core for all grades to “include additional child development domains that focus on social, emotional and physical learning.”33 States must lead this effort to ensure that the high standards for early learning they have built in recent years are reflected in the final Common Core product.

• Assessments, Outcomes and Accountability
Revised standards, in turn, must be reflected in assessments of child outcomes. In a few instances, early learning principles already are influencing efforts to reform assessments for other grades. For example, Georgia’s new kindergarten assessment covers developmental areas aligned with those in the existing pre-k assessment34 and includes approaches to learning and social development as well as language arts and math skills.35

A corollary to establishing more comprehensive standards and assessments is that the data are used to determine how education programs can improve and help children reach high standards. “Data are so critical,” Sara Mead, senior associate partner at Bellwether Education Partners, said. “We are going to have to show at the program level that these [elements] are effective.” The early childhood field generally has defined quality in terms of “inputs,” such as class size, quality of classroom materials and teacher education levels. Defining quality by inputs is necessary but no longer sufficient for our nation to build a truly data-driven Pre-K-12 system. Child outcomes in pre-k – in the context of other influences at home, in the community and in the school or center – also must be an important indicator of quality in early education, and teachers should have the necessary training and supports to analyze and use the data.

A Pre-K-12 system needs the resources and expertise to collect reliable and valid data about children’s learning and development in pre-k programs. Only then can stakeholders make sound conclusions about program performance, analyze why some providers may be more successful and implement research-based continuous improvement efforts. When appropriate, policy makers can withdraw funding from persistent low performers that do not improve.

Building this capacity will not be easy, however. David Kirp points to a lack of public awareness of the importance of non-cognitive child outcomes and our ability to measure them. According to Kirp, the challenge lies in “getting people to appreciate that there really are measures you can use [to assess non-cognitive skills], and getting people to appreciate that those attributes probably are at least as important as cognitive outcomes in terms of explaining future life trajectories of these kids.”
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States must be willing to fundamentally change both expectations for children’s learning and assessments that evaluate outcomes. At the same time, early childhood education programs operating within the Pre-K-12 system must be subject to outcome-focused measures of performance as are other grades. But by themselves, these efforts cannot transform classroom practice. States must ensure teachers are equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to help children meet new, more robust standards in every grade. Teacher preparation, compensation, licensure and assessment all must be reformed to value early education and to incorporate the principles of foundational learning and child development.

Improving Teacher Training and Evaluation

Developing more comprehensive learning standards and assessments is critical in using early education research and practice to realize a new vision of public schools. These standards cannot be met, however, unless teachers are knowledgeable about child development and understand the classroom practices necessary to maximize prior gains. Leading organizations that study teacher education and effectiveness agree that training and evaluation programs with a narrow focus on academic content and test scores can neither appropriately prepare educators for new Pre-K-12 standards nor gauge the quality of classroom instruction.36

To facilitate the dramatic shift in practice demanded by comprehensive Pre-K-12 standards, states will need to implement policies to bring teacher preparation and evaluation in line with the new vision of public education. With smart policy choices, states can align teacher and administrator preparation programs, licensure standards, professional development and evaluations across the grades, especially Pre-K-3, and also value early educators more equitably.

• Comprehensive Teaching Standards

To receive their credentials, all teachers should be required to know how to help children reach rigorous Pre-K-12 standards. For Pre-K-3 teachers in particular, this would include both cognitive and non-cognitive skills and the ability to implement appropriate early elementary teaching practices. Such high expectations are reflected in the recommendations of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and the core competencies for early elementary teachers outlined by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and the National Association for the Education of Young Children.37 Teacher training programs, then, need to reflect these more comprehensive requirements.

Virginia Embraces Pre-K in Teacher Preparation and Licensure

In 2007, Virginia took a path toward more appropriate training programs and licensure standards for Pre-K-3 educators, requiring that heightened attention be paid to knowledge of young children’s educational needs. Two- and four-year institutions of higher education collaborated with the state’s stakeholders to develop corresponding programs and to establish agreements among schools of education that give Pre-K-3 teachers a clear and efficient route to obtain their degrees.36

To ensure that teachers are equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to help children meet new, more robust standards in every grade, teacher preparation, compensation, licensure and assessment all must be reformed to value early education and to incorporate the principles of foundational learning and child development.

Improving Teacher Training and Evaluation

Developing more comprehensive learning standards and assessments is critical in using early education research and practice to realize a new vision of public schools. These standards cannot be met, however, unless teachers are knowledgeable about child development and understand the classroom practices necessary to maximize prior gains. Leading organizations that study teacher education and effectiveness agree that training and evaluation programs with a narrow focus on academic content and test scores can neither appropriately prepare educators for new Pre-K-12 standards nor gauge the quality of classroom instruction.

Virginia Embraces Pre-K in Teacher Preparation and Licensure

In 2007, Virginia took a path toward more appropriate training programs and licensure standards for Pre-K-3 educators, requiring that heightened attention be paid to knowledge of young children’s educational needs. Two- and four-year institutions of higher education collaborated with the state’s stakeholders to develop corresponding programs and to establish agreements among schools of education that give Pre-K-3 teachers a clear and efficient route to obtain their degrees.
Like those for teachers, principals’ credentialing programs and policies must be changed to reflect a value on foundational learning skills. States can provide guidance to ensure that principals understand and respect Pre-K-3 teachers’ unique professional development needs and do not push early educators to use approaches better suited for older students. In 2005, NAESP endorsed more early education training for its members, but its recommendations have not yet been translated into systemic changes in policy or practice.

In North Carolina, a longtime leader in pre-k, a survey found that of 174 responding elementary school principals, 88 percent regretted the lack of early education-relevant training in their administrative preparation programs. The state sought to address this problem and offered these administrators continuing education opportunities focusing on appropriate pre-k instructional practices, assessments, licensing, curriculum and child discipline strategies as well as kindergarten transition issues. Participants in the continuing education program reported much higher confidence in working with early educators and their students, serious disciplinary incidents among pre-k students declined significantly and new, expanded programs are now being offered.

Similar efforts have led not only to greater understanding of pre-k best practices but also to stronger linkages with the broader early childhood community. For example, in New Jersey, Advocates for Children of New Jersey, the state’s Department of Education Division of Early Childhood Education and the New Jersey Principals and Supervisors Association have created the PreK-3rd Leadership Training Series. This program provides professional development in early childhood for school administrators and includes courses that focus on management and structural changes an administrator can employ to align pre-k to the early grades. According to survey results from a new case study of the program, of the approximately 180 school administrators who took the training two years ago, about 60 percent reported that they are “communicating more with child care and/or Head Start programs in their community since they participated in the training series.”

• **Teacher Training**

NCATE has lamented the lack of attention to child development principles among teacher preparation programs and has called on schools of education and state leaders to reform teacher education curricula and practicum experiences so that social-emotional and approaches-to-learning skills are a more prominent part of the required coursework. To support a Pre-K-12 system, all training programs must be designed to foster expertise in child development and soft and cognitive skills, as well as an understanding of the long-term trajectory of student learning.

At the same time, training programs for early childhood educators should embrace more robust content on children’s early literacy, math and science skills to complement the traditional focus on social-emotional development. Further, for programs that prepare teachers for pre-k and the early elementary grades, states also need to work closely with both two- and four-year institutions of higher education to recruit faculty with expertise in early childhood. According to Ed Condon, director of affiliate relations at the National Head Start Association, “We need to have a continued dialogue with higher education and teacher education so we can look at workforce development in an affordable way.”
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• Comprehensive Teacher Evaluations

Any effort to accurately assess teacher performance and reform practice in a manner that is likely to improve student outcomes at all grade levels must examine teachers’ ability to support the foundational development that occurs in pre-k and the early grades. Today, the major reform efforts targeted toward improving instructional quality emphasize using student tests that begin in third grade to assess teacher effectiveness. This approach excludes pre-k, kindergarten and the early grades, when testing is not conducted, and as a result, many states are struggling with how to evaluate Pre-K-3 teachers.39

Research suggests that while measuring growth in student test scores may provide some idea about the relative effectiveness of teachers, it tends not to be very helpful in isolating the specific practices responsible for teachers’ success or for changing their strategies. To ensure more informative results, teacher evaluations should also employ observational methods that are reliable, valid and predictive of student growth and staffed by well-trained observers.40 To improve teacher assessments, a Pre-K-12 system should turn to promising early learning research, which demonstrates how rigorous evaluations can take into account the full scope of learning for all age groups and suggests ways to improve practice.

For example, researchers at the Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and Learning at the University of Virginia have taken these fundamental early childhood principles and developed assessment tools for pre-k and K-3 teachers, called CLASS, that evaluate educator effectiveness along three dimensions that are predictive of student outcomes.41 The value and accuracy of this evaluation are borne out in research conducted in thousands of classrooms showing that children in pre-k and early elementary classrooms whose teachers have high CLASS ratings make greater gains in reading, math and social skills.42 Evidence also is emerging that CLASS assessments can be adapted to the later grades while maintaining a robust relationship between teacher practice and student outcomes.43

Evaluating and Supporting Teachers from Pre-K and Beyond

Researchers from the University of Virginia have been developing and refining a teacher assessment instrument called CLASS, which examines the comprehensive practices that support student learning and development. At the same time, it identifies strategies and behaviors that teachers can focus on in their professional development. Teachers are assessed on three dimensions:

**Emotional support.** Create a warm and positive classroom climate for learning and interactions, and demonstrate sensitivity to children’s needs and regard for students’ perspectives.

**Classroom organization.** Run the class using behavior management and active learning strategies so that children can be engaged, productive and focused on academic and other developmental goals.

**Instructional support.** Use high-quality feedback, modeling of language and instructional activities that promote higher-order thinking to help children not only learn facts, but develop sophisticated understanding of concepts and problem-solving strategies.

Further, studies of a similar observational assessment system for all teachers in Cincinnati Public Schools, called the Teacher Evaluation System (TES), show that high TES ratings have strong associations with increased test scores.44
Such strategies can guide the design of data-driven teacher assessments to provide even greater insight into teacher performance and classroom practice than evaluations that rely heavily on test score data. They are critical to efforts to enhance teacher assessment and improve classroom practice. As reformers and policy makers seek to build accurate assessments, they must include rigorous observational methods targeting teacher practices that research shows support the full range of children’s skills and development. This combination of approaches, founded on proven pre-k practices and reflecting children’s developmental trajectory, is essential to compiling a complete picture of student progress, accurately gauging teacher performance and achieving widespread achievement gains.

**Valuing Early Educators**
States will need to implement policies that reflect the increased value placed on early learning. Systemic supports for pre-k teachers, such as higher levels of compensation in line with other public educators and relevant, accessible, ongoing professional development are needed to recognize pre-k teachers as part of the larger public education system. Without parity across the structures of teaching, true alignment will be out of reach. As Lisa Guernsey, director of the Early Education Initiative at the New America Foundation, puts it, “Stigma and compensation issues still form a divide between pre-k and the early grades. Prospective teachers may decide not to go into the field of early childhood development because they think that they'll get a job that pays them less or just isn’t considered as professional.”

To lead a Pre-K-12 transformation, states will need to implement meaningful policy change for licensure standards, compensation, preparation programs and assessments across the Pre-K-3 years and beyond. But as more and more teachers and students operate according to Pre-K-12 standards, school systems – from funding to administration to coordination between education and other essential child and family services – will need to fundamentally change.
Re-Imagining Governance Structures

Building a Pre-K-12 public education system that supports comprehensive teaching practices, widespread pre-k access and learning standards founded on early skills will require unified governance structures that effectively streamline and coordinate across all grades, settings and services. In other words, creating a Pre-K-12 system will require more than adding a pre-k program or office to a government agency. Rather, states need to better manage their existing early education systems, reform traditional education structures to embrace pre-k and create formal mechanisms for interaction and alignment.

Reducing the number, complexity and disconnectedness of these structures is vital to creating cohesive systems that facilitate Pre-K-12 alignment, ensure families have access to other crucial support services and meet the needs of all children. A number of states, including New Jersey and Pennsylvania, have begun to rethink how public education structures, from departments of education to the breakdown of schools across elementary, middle and high school years, should be organized and staffed to support a different way of educating children and of serving families.

• The Early Childhood System

In most states, the early learning system is composed of disparate programs, funding streams and governance structures. This keeps it disconnected from public education and presents enormous and unnecessary challenges to parents and families. As Marquita Davis, former commissioner of the Alabama Department of Children's Affairs, describes it, “Child care is in one department, pre-k is in my department and kindergarten is in another department. And we’re trying to align all of these things and make them fit well.”
States must ensure that their early learning programs and funding streams are pursuing common goals for quality and outcomes by both linking pre-k to public education and connecting it with programs serving younger children and their families. For example, in Maryland, policy makers consolidated all early childhood services into the state Department of Education, facilitating coordination among these birth-to-five programs and creating a direct connection to kindergarten and the later grades.

Parents of young children tend to rely on multiple public and private services including home visitation, child care and pre-k. At the same time, states typically use a diverse delivery model for pre-k, engaging public schools and for-profit and nonprofit organizations, including child care centers, as early education providers. This system increases families’ pre-k choices, makes efficient use of existing facilities and parent-provider relationships and helps streamline the process through which parents obtain services for their children. But when similar types of organizations deliver different services – for instance, when one child care center participates in the state pre-k program but another does not – confusion can arise about which objectives, performance measures and funding levels are appropriate for each center.

An effective state governance structure would help families, policy makers and other stakeholders understand that providers who appear similar may offer distinct services. Such a structure would ensure, for example, that all early education services across settings operate under consistent standards and goals. These must be communicated clearly to providers, policy makers and the public and must inform decisions about how each program is funded and held accountable for results. Early childhood systems that are well organized and that support a clear transition into the education system at the pre-k years can reduce redundancies and provide continuity of services for families. They also can facilitate greater integration of early learning into a new system of public education.

Deborah Gist, commissioner of education for the State of Rhode Island, notes that states are in the best position to coordinate these funding streams, develop governance structures to meet common goals for quality and outcomes and “decide what [investments are needed], because all states are in different places … Some may have data systems but not enough access; some may have access but not a data system; and some may have workforce issues and others not.” However, in order for states to create a more coherent early childhood system, they must be granted greater control and flexibility through reforms at the federal level.

Federal policy makers need to expand states’ ability to integrate and align standards, funding and governance of the many programs, whether federally or state-created, that provide early education both with one another and with the larger system of public education. In particular, the contradictory standards and regulations of federal funding streams, such as Title I, Head Start and child care subsidies, are important targets. As Harriet Dichter, national director of the First Five Years Fund, puts it, “We have the states trying to be systems leaders. We haven’t given them enough authority to do it, and we’ve created these disconnected funding streams that are not necessarily harmonious with each other in terms of what you’re trying to drive for the children.”

One significant barrier is the relationship between Head Start and states’ pre-k and early childhood programs. Even though in some states Head Start programs serve between one-fifth and one-third of three or four year olds, the states have little or no
influence over how Head Start operates. Program funding flows directly from the federal government to local agencies, and data about programs and children are reported directly from providers to the federal government. This practice leaves state-level educators and policy makers out of the loop on questions of student outcomes and program effectiveness.

The lack of information about or authority over Head Start funding, data and standards impedes state efforts to create more coordinated systems for serving young children and their families. To ameliorate this problem, the federal government must rethink how Head Start interacts with states and develop strategies to incorporate Head Start meaningfully into state early childhood systems.

*Pre-K to Third Grade*
To integrate pre-k and incorporate early learning principles into the public education system, states will need to transform education departments. New Jersey and Pennsylvania have created divisions within their departments to manage and support Pre-K-3 alignment. This approach reflects the understanding that the cognitive, social and emotional skills developed in pre-k are foundational for children's learning and should inform education broadly. In both states, expanding early learning policies and practices into later grades has yielded a greater focus on instruction dedicated to fostering and sustaining those vital skills after the pre-k years. This strategy also presents a possible model for integration across the entire system.

*Beyond Pre-K-3 Governance*
Enhanced Pre-K-3 alignment also should prompt educators and policy makers to ask tough, far-reaching questions about how early learning can improve the structure of education beyond state education departments. Reformers have long been interested in alternatives to traditional elementary, middle and high schools.
Conclusion

Our nation is at a crossroads. Public education that begins with five year olds is a relic. Decades of costly reform efforts targeted at older children have not delivered the results we need. To strengthen our democracy and secure our future, we must once again meet George Washington’s call to promote the institutions of knowledge.44 The challenges of the 21st century demand a new vision of public education, a Pre-K-12 vision:

To ensure that all children fulfill their potential as individuals and citizens, we must re-imagine public education as a system that begins, not with kindergarten, but with quality pre-k, and builds on that foundation to raise performance in later grades.

This new system must start with early learning to help all children develop the foundational skills – cognitive, social-emotional and approaches to learning – that they need to thrive. It must equip teachers and schools with the skills and resources necessary to harness and maximize students’ readiness to learn in every grade. And the system should provide a platform on which later reforms and improvements can be founded, multiplying their impacts while reducing their costs. But building a new, highly effective public education system will require leaders from across the traditional education, reform and early childhood communities to change the way they think, talk and work on issues of early childhood, pre-k and school reform.

Pre-K-12 is a vision that can help us realize ambitious goals for our children’s success and our nation’s global leadership. The time for fundamental transformation is now.

As we move toward greater continuity among the early grades, we may find that different structures – such as Pre-K-3-grade elementary schools that specialize in the early years – more accurately reflect children’s development and tap into inherent learning processes. Building a system based in early learning demands that all stakeholders be open to change at every level of public education.

To realize the Pre-K-12 vision, many components of the education system must change. States will need to align the goals, standards, funding streams, professional development, governance structures, teacher assessments and training programs and other infrastructure across all grades, schools and systems. Despite the magnitude of the effort, if reform is guided by rigorous research and best practices, then each new policy will support subsequent steps until the transformation of public education is achieved.
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